I. Introduction
Provenance capture and analysis are increasingly seen as crucial enablers for prosperous data science activities [1] - [6] . Capturing provenance allows the practitioners to introspect data analysis trajectories, monitor ongoing modeling activities, increase auditability, aid in reproducibility, and communicate best practices with others. Compared with well-established data provenance systems for databases [7] , and scientific workflow systems for e-science [8] , here we have to deal with an unstable data science lifecycle that is often ad hoc, that typically features highly unstructured datasets, an amalgamation of different tools and techniques, significant backand-forth among team members, and trial-and-error to identify the right configurations. As a result, schema-later approaches and graph data model are often used to capture the rich information about versioned artifacts generated during the lifecycle [1] , [6] , echoing the modern provenance standardization for scientific workflows [9] and the Web [10] .
Storing the provenance and context information, which is naturally graph-structured, in a graph database seems like a natural choice. However, the evolving and verbose nature of the information makes it difficult to write general queries to explore and utilize them. There are often no predefined workflow skeletons (i.e., the pipelines change as the projects evolve), and instead we may have arbitrary steps (e.g., trial and error) in the modeling process. In addition, most of the query types of interest involve paths and hence, writing queries to utilize the lifecycle provenance is often beyond the capabilities of the pattern matching and regular path queries supported by popular graph databases [11] . For example, answering 'how is today's result file generated from today's data file' requires a segment of the provenance graph that includes not only the mentioned files but also others that are not on the lineage paths and the users may not be aware of (e.g., 'a configuration file'); answering 'how does the team typically generate the result file from the data file?' requires summarizing several query results of the above query while keeping the result meaningful from provenance perspective.
In this paper, we propose two high-level graph query operators to address the verboseness and evolving nature of provenance graphs. First, we introduce a graph segmentation operator, which queries the retrospective provenance between a set of source vertices and a set of destination vertices via flexible boundary criteria -to help users who only have partial knowledge of the pipeline lifecycle understand the derivation relationships among those vertices. We show the semantics of such a query in terms of a context-free grammar, and develop efficient context-free reachability algorithms that run orders of magnitude faster than state-of-the-art. Second, we propose a graph summarization operator that combines similar segments together to query prospective provenance (e.g., workflow skeleton) of the underlying project. The operator allows tuning the summary by ignoring vertex details and characterizing local structures, and uses path constraints to ensure that the provenance is captured faithfully. We show the optimal summary problem is PSPACE-complete and develop effective approximation algorithms. We implement the operators on top of Neo4j, evaluate our query techniques extensively, and show the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed methods. In this paper, we focus on the query semantics and their complexity; details of the algorithms and evaluation results can be found in the full version of the paper [12] .
II. Provenance Model
Data science projects are collaborative activities consisting of versioned artifacts and transformation steps, often over a long period of time [1] - [3] , [5] , [6] . Using a lifecycle provenance management system (e.g., GROUND [1] , ProvDB [6] ), details of the progress, versions of the artifacts and associated provenance and context, can be captured and managed; this information naturally forms a directed acyclic graph. We use the standard provenance data model (W3C PROV [10] ) to discuss the provenance graph, the query operators' semantics and the evaluation techniques.
There are 3 types of vertices (V) in the provenance graph: (a) Entities (E) are the project artifacts (e.g., files, datasets, scripts) which the users work on and talk about; (b) Activities (A) are the system or user actions (e.g., train, git commit, cron jobs); (c) Agents (U) are the parties who are responsible for some activity (e.g., a team member, a system component). Among the vertices, there are five types of directed edges (E): (i) An activity uses some entities as input ('used', U⊆ A× E) ii) and generates some entities as outputs ('wasGeneratedBy', G⊆ E× A) iii) An activity is associated with some agent ('wasAssociat-edWith', S⊆ A× U) iv) and some entity's presence can be attributed to some agent ('wasAttributedTo', A⊆ E× U) v) In addition, an entity may be derived from its earlier version 
III. Segmentation Operation
As there are no clear boundaries of logical runs or query scopes to cleanly define the input and the output, we design a graph segmentation operator (PgSeg) to let the users who may only have partial knowledge, query retrospective provenance.
A. Semantics of Segmentation (PgSeg)
The PgSeg operator is a 3-tuple query (V src , V dst , B) on a provenance graph G asking how a set of source entities V src ⊆ E are involved in generating a set of destination entities V dst ⊆ E. PgSeg induces induced vertices V ind ⊆ V that show the detailed generation process and satisfy certain boundary
When discussing the elements of PgSeg below, we use the following notations for paths in G. A path π v0,vn connecting vertices v 0 and v n is a vertex-edge alternating sequence v 0 , e 1 , v 1 , · · · , v n−1 , e n , v n , where n > 1, ∀i ∈ [0, n] v i ∈ V, and ∀ j ∈ (0, n] e j = (v j−1 , v j ) ∈ E. Given a path π v0,vn , we define its path segmentπ v0,vn by simply ignoring v 0 and v n from the beginning and end of its path sequence, i.e., e 1 , v 1 , · · · , v n−1 , e n . A path label function τ maps a path π or path segmentπ to a word by concatenating labels of the elements in its sequence order. Unless specifically mentioned, the label of each element (vertex or edge) is derived via λ v (v) and λ e (e). For example, from a to c, there is a path π a,c = a, e a , b, e b , c , where a, c ∈ E, b ∈ A, e a ∈ G and e b ∈ U; its path label τ(π a,c ) = EGAUE, and its path segment label τ(π a,c ) = GAU. For ease of describing path patterns, we introduce virtual inverse edge e k −1 = (v j , v i ) for U and G with the inverse label U −1 or G −1 respectively. A inverse path is defined by reversing the sequence, e.g., π a,c −1 = c,e b −1 , b,e a −1 , a , while τ(π a,c −1 ) = EU −1 AG −1 E, and τ(π a,c −1 ) = U −1 AG −1 . Source (V src ) & Destination Entities (V dst ): Provenance is about the entities. In a project, the user knows the artifacts better than the detailed processes generating them. When writing a PgSeg query, we assume the user believes V src may be ancestor entities of V dst . Then PgSeg analyzes their connectivity and shows other vertices and the generation process that the user may not know or be able to query using. Induced Vertices (V ind ): Given V src and V dst , intuitively V ind are the vertices (entities, activities and agents) contributing to the generation process. What vertices should be in V ind is the core question to ask. It should reflect the generation process precisely and concisely to assist the user introspect part of the generation process and make decisions. We define V ind of PgSeg qualitatively by a set of domain rules:
(1) Vertices on Direct Path (V C 1 ind ): Activities and entities along any direct path π v j ,vi between an entity v i ∈ V src and an entity v j ∈ V dst are the most important ancestry information, which also answers classic provenance queries such as reachability and workflow steps.
(2) Vertices on Similar Path (V C 2 ind ): Due to the partial knowledge of the user, just considering the direct paths between the usergiven V src and V dst may miss important ancestry information. Hence, PgSeg also induces other entities and activities which are not on the direct path, but contribute to the derivations. Those vertices are particularly relevant in our context, as data science projects consist of many back-and-forth repetitive and similar steps, such as identical steps in cross-validation, similar steps during hyperparameter tuning and model adjustment, etc.
To define the induction scope, on one hand, all ancestors w.r.t. V dst in the lineage subgraph could be returned; however that's verbose and not concise to interpret. On the other hand, it is also difficult to let the user specify all the details of what should/should not be returned. Here we use a heuristic: induce ancestors which are not on the direct path but contribute to V dst in a similar way, i.e., path labels from V C 2 ind to V dst are the same as some directed path from V src .
In our system, we formulate the heuristic path pattern in a context free language (CFL) L(SimProv). This formulation is technically novel and likely of wider interest. However, due to space constraints, we are unable to delve deeper into its intricacies and refer the readers to the full version of the paper instead [12] .
(3) Entities Generated By Activities on Path (V C 3 ind ): As mentioned earlier, the sibling entities generated together with V dst may not be induced from direct paths. The same applies to the siblings of entities induced in V C 1 ind and
ind . We refer to those entities as V C 3 ind and define it as:
Finally, the agents may be important in some situations, e.g., from the derivation, identify who makes a mistake, like git blame in version control settings. On a provenance graph, agents can be derived easily: exclusion constraints and b) expansion specifications. We refer to the full version of the paper [12] for details.
B. Query Evaluation
Given a PgSeg query, the challenge is how to derive the paths satisfying a CFL L(SimProv) efficiently on modern graph databases which only support regular language query (e.g., Cypher). Note L(SimProv) cannot be expressed by a regular language, using path variables to join multiple regular language paths on provenance graphs is impractical in practice [12] .
In theory, given a set of vertices {v} and a CFL L, the problem of finding all vertices {u} such that there is a path π v,u with label τ(π v,u ) ∈ L is often referred as CFL-reachability (CFLR) or L-Transitive Closure problem [13] , [14] , used extensively to formulate program analysis tasks. State-of-the-art CFLR algorithm [15] solves the problem in O(n 3 /log(n)) time and O(n 2 ) space w.r.t. the number of vertices in the graphs.
In the full version of the paper, we improve the algorithm with a grammar rewriting technique for L(SimProv) to allow several pruning strategies and propose a linear-time algorithm if |V dst | can be viewed as a constant [12] .
IV. Summarization Operation
Using PgSeg, the users can navigate to segments about similar sub-pipeline steps efficiently. Given a set of segments, we design a summarization operator (PgSum) to produce a precise and concise provenance summary graph to reveal commonality among those segments of interests (e.g., yesterday's and today's pipelines are almost the same), and disclose subtle differences in alternative routines (e.g., an old step excluded in today's pipeline). Though no workflow skeleton is defined, with that ability, the summary would enable the users to reason about prospective provenance in evolving workflows.
A. Semantics of Summarization (PgSum)
Given a set of segments S, each S i of which is a PgSeg result, a PgSum query is designed to take a 3-tuple (S, K, R k ) as input that describes the level of details of vertices and constrains the rigidness of the provenance; it then outputs a minimum provenance summary graph (Psg). Property Aggregation (K): Depending on the granularity level of interest, not all the details of a vertex are interesting to the user and some properties should be omitted, so that vertices can be combined together. For example, when examining segments, the user may neither care who performs an activity, nor an activity's detailed configuration; in other words, all "agent" vertices should be indistinguishable and the same activities even with different property values (e.g., training parameters) in various PgSeg segments should be viewed as if the same thing has happened. Formally, property aggregation K is a 3-tuple (K E , K A , K U ), where each element is a subset of the PROV graph properties, i.e., K E , K A , K U ⊆ P . For PgSum, it discards other irrelevant properties for each vertex type, e.g., properties of entity E type in P\K E are ignored. Provenance Type (R k ): In contrast with general-purpose graphs, in provenance graphs, the vertices with identical labels and property values may be very different: e.g., two identical activities that use different numbers of inputs or generate different entities should be considered different. We formulate the idea of preserving provenance meaning of a vertex by using the k-hop local neighborhood of a vertex to capture its provenance type: given a PgSeg segment S(V S , E S ), and a constant k, provenance type R k (v) is a function that maps a vertex v ∈V S to its k-hop subgraph in its segment S, R k ⊆S. It is easy to see that ≡ k κ is an equivalence relation on V S . Using ≡ k κ , we can derive a partition P ≡ k κ of V S , s.t., each set in the partition is an equivalence class by ≡ k κ , denoted by [v], s.t.,
, we can define its canonical label, e.g., the smallest id, for comparing vertices.
In other words, vertices in each equivalence class [v] by ≡ k κ describe the homogeneous candidates which can be merged by PgSum. Its definition allows the users to specify property aggregations K to obfuscate unnecessary details in different resolutions, and set provenance types R k to preserve local structures and ensure provenance meanings of a merged vertex. Provenance Summary Graph (Psg):
The key requirement for the provenance summary graph (Psg) is that it should be precise, i.e., it should preserve paths that exist in one or more segments, without introducing any path that does not exist in any segment. Psg should also be concise; the more vertices we can merge, the better summary result it is considered to be. We use these to define a valid summary graph. Given a PgSum(S, K, R k ) query, a provenance summary graph, Psg(M, E, ρ, γ), is a directed acyclic graph, where a) each μ ∈ M represents a subset of an equivalence class μ ⊆ [v] w.r.t. ≡ k κ over V S , and one segment vertex v can only be in one Psg vertex μ, i.e., ∀μ m , μ n ∈ M, μ m ∩μ n = ∅; the vertex label function ρ : M → P ≡ k κ maps a Psg vertex to its equivalence class; b) an edge e m,n = (μ m , μ n ) ∈ E exists if there is a corresponding segment edge, i.e., ∃ Si μ m ×μ n ∩E Si ∅; the edge label function γ : E → [0, 1] annotates the edge's frequencies over segments, i.e., γ(e m,n ) = |{S i |μ m × μ n ∩ E Si ∅}|/|S|; c) there is a path π m,n from μ m to μ n iff ∃ Si v s ∈ μ m ∩V Si ∧v t ∈ μ n ∩ V Si , there is a path π s,t from v s to v t in S i , and their path labels are the same τ(π m,n ) = τ(π s,t ). Note that in Psg, we use equivalence classes' canonical label (e.g., smallest vertex id) as the vertex label in τ.
It is easy to see the union of all segments in S is a valid Psg. We are interested in a concise summary with fewer vertices.
(Problem Minimum Psg) Given a set of segments S and a PgSum(S,K,R k ) query, find the provenance summary graph Psg(M, E, ρ, γ) with minimum |M|.
B. Query Evaluation
Given S= {S i (V Si , E Si )}, after applying K and R k , P sg g 0 = i S i is a labeled graph and contains all paths in segments; to find a smaller Psg, we merge vertices in V S = i V Si in g 0 , maintaining the Psg invariant, i.e., not introducing new paths. We show merging vertices while preserving paths without introducing new paths needs to satisfy a set of trace equivalence conditions. We prove the minimum PSG problem is PSPACE-complete. We further develop approximation algorithms in O(|V S ||E S |) by relaxing the merging condition of trace equivalence to compute simulation relation [12] .
V. Experimental Evaluation
We implemented the query operators on top of Neo4j, built several synthetic PROV graph generators and evaluated the proposed methods extensively. The datasets were designed to mimic a group of project members performing a sequence of activities, which derive different shapes of conceptually similar provenance graph segments. Our key findings are: (a) answering CFLR query with path variables is not scalable and impractical even for small graphs; (b) our PgS eg query evaluations techniques using grammar rewriting and pruning techniques are scalable in terms of graph size and density, and run orders of magnitude faster than state-of-the-art; (c) The proposed PgSum query formulation and evaluation technique are effective: generated Psg on PROV graphs are about half size of the result produced by other applicable techniques [16] . We refer the reader to the full version of the paper [12] .
